
Pro level coach in your smartphone 

Powered by Computer Vision and Artificial intelligence



Who we are
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Sintez LLC in a nutshell: 
- 100+ development projects 

accomplished
- Track record in ML, CV, Cloud, 

SaaS projects
- Track record in Sport Tech 

projects
- Digital Transformation Partner 

for the Russian Tennis 
Federation

 

UpT is developed by Sintez LLC 

Smart Tennis platform.  
AI based court analytics system

Russian Tennis Federation 
tournament platform

AI Based Solution for Sea 
Life monitoring 2



Project’s team

Alexey Trasheev

Project Lead

Maxim Frolov

Sales and Marketing Lead

Sergey Marinichev

Product Owner

Andrey Blinkov

R&D Lead

Egor Sholukh

Developer SaaS

Soodanbek Kasymaliev

Developer CV and AI

Artemy Matyukov

CX design

Ivan Sychev

PGA Professional

Stanislav Muzyka

ITF certified coach
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Challenges in golf and tennis

Athlete
• Hard to find a good coach

• Coaching cost is growing

• Slow progress and unnecessary injuries

Coach

• Create new line of business (video analysis)

• Remote work capabilities

• Coaching process automation
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Challenges in golf -  survey results

How many rounds per year do you play? 

What is the average price per round?   

How many coaching lessons per year do you have?                                               

How much do you pay per lesson?

Do you use smartphone to record your golf swing?

Do you share these videos with a PRO Coach? 

 Will you take more lessons if price will be lower? 

25
 *We have interviewed golfers during Q1-Q2 2021 at the following golf clubs: Les Robles Greens, CA, US; Angeles National Golf Club, CA, US; Trump Golf Club, Dubai, UAE; 
Montgomerie Golf Club, Dubai, UAE, Els Golf Club, Dubai, UAE; Jumeirah Golf club, Dubai, UAE, Al Zorah Golf Club, Ajman, UAE, Dubai Hills Golf Club, Dubai, UAE

62%   say 15 rounds a year in average

97%   say $100 in average

69%   say 5 lessons a year in average

92%   say $100 in average

81%    say YES

52%   say YES

93%   say YES
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UpT is the solution
Pro level coach in your smartphone

Affordable subscription model

Level up game and minimise injuries
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Why now

Golf and tennis popularity surges in Japan and APAC 

Demand for athlete’s roadmap and injuries prevention 

Powerful smartphones ever and 5G rollout

Synergy with Sport and Entertainment industries leaders

golfdigest.com/story/national-golf-foundation-reports-numbers-for-2020-were-record-se

journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0363546517710213

deloitte.com/us/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/sports-business-t
rends-disruption.html

usta.com/en/home/stay-current/national/u-s--tennis-participation-surges-in-2020--pac-report-finds.html 7https://thegamblerslounge.com/australian-open-su-wei-hsieh-vs-nao
mi-osaka-2-16-2021-free-tennis-prediction-game-preview-head-to-he
ad/



How it works: athlete

1 Record video with a regular 
smartphone

Computer vision captures body 
motion. AI analyzes the swing

2 3 Athlete receives technique analysis real time 
and clear instructions of what to fix and how.
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Pro level body motion
 annotation tool

1

2

3

High level  precision  in the body motion 
recognition in every phase of the swing

Professional coaching methods are employed. 
Every coaches’ analysis enhance AI

User friendly  UI easy to use for any coaches 
worldwide

How it works: coach



Market assumptions

4M Total number of tennis players in Japan****

13M Total number of golf players in the Japan**

10% Train with a coach 4 times a month, $100 per lesson

$8.2B Total addressable market in Japan

*ITF research 2019
**FY2016 Report on the Tennis Environment in Japan
***** https://www.ngf.org/golf-industry-research

**** https://www.igfgolf.org/nationalmembers/japan-golf-association
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24.3M Total number of golfers in the USA*

17.8M Total number of tennis players in the USA***

Total addressable market in the USA$20.2B
Annual revenue opportunity

in Japan and USA only 

with 2% market share assumption

$400M
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Market positioning
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AI video 
processing

Swing analysis by 
coach

Real time swing 
sequence break down

Real time errors 
identification

Real time tips and 
drills

Automated in app 
high quality presets

Upload video from 
the gallery

Golf GPS

Scorecard

Tournaments

Apple watch 
integration

Personal ranking

HCP reporting

Fast Average Slow Fast N/A N/A Fast Fast

AI based coaching is emerging. Swing 

sequence analysis and accuracy of the 

mistake recognition are still the major 

challenge for most of the applications. 

Birdie Bud is likely the closest competitor

to the UpT in terms of the architecture and 

AI foundations.

UpT is expected to deliver the most accurate 

ways to improve game technique based on 

the unique data set development 

technology. UpT will provide UX and value 

like no other app.
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● Digital twin technology to 

minimise  injuries

● Affordable. Subscription 

based

● Community and ecosystem 

monetization

● Access to the world’s top 

coaches on demand

● Personalized AI powered 

analysis and coaching tips

Platform features

Smartphone based

Accessible anytime

Affordable to anyone

 



Business model

Target audience: 
amateur golfers and tennis players

Direct to consumer sales
$99 annual subscription to AI analysis

$29 per swing analysis on demand
(by pro coach)

In app purchases and ecosystem:
cloud storage
golf GPS and golf HCP calculator
private tournaments and scorecard
find a matching game partner,, etc.

*up to 20% LTV growth projection

Revenue & EBIT projection

Annual revenue opportunity in 

the USA and Japan only with

2% market share assumption

$400M
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Road map

Q4 2021

Dataset enhancement with the accumulated video records
MVP release and initial traction accomplishment
Seed round of investment to fund global expansion

Q1 2022

Golf eco system expansion features:  find a golf partner, private 
tournaments, HCP calculator, golf GPS integration
Tennis MVP release. 
Start sales on the key markets

Q2-Q4 2021

MVP:  Swings sequence and critical errors 
recognition based on Computer Vision. Initial 
dataset development.  
Labeling tool release (desktop / mobile)
iOS and Android app release.
pre-MVP: Swing sequence annotation tool (coach)
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Positive impact we make 
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Business Innovation

Social influence

Economic influence

Global expansion

drive digital transformation in coaching
create new line of business for coaches
make a difference for consumer with AI 

connect players and coaches across the 
world
make sports (tennis and golf) affordable
provide athlete's roadmap
minimise injuries

build recurring revenue stream with SaaS 
address consumer and enterprise markets
monetise community and services eco-system 

target global market
solid marketing strategy
build global community with 120M athletes
new sports requiring personal coaching



Investment model

Pre-Seed: Fundraising $250 000 for 10% of company - goal finalise MVP  

Seed: Start sales in Japan and USA 
Round A: Scaling in Australia and UK 
Round B: Scaling across APAC 
Round C: Scaling globally

Sales plan

 Y1 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

Stage Pre-Seed Seed Round A Round B Round C

FundRaise $250 000 $1 500 000 $3 000 000 $10 000 000 $36 000 000

Revenue $1 887 301 $8 443 282 $19 045 652 $34 846 418 $56 092 050

EBITDA -$1 458 018 $909 514 $5 678 738 $13 596 281 $24 335 690

10% 15% 15% 20% 12%
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Cooperation opportunities in Japan
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Gaming industry

Sport equipment industry

According the marketing research Golf is 
really popular in Japan
the same situation with the Tennis.

We hope that with of our project and with the help of 
successful and renowned Japanese companies all over 
the world, we will increase amount of athletes playing 
tennis and golf in Japan and further around the world.
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Awards
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Skolkovo innovation cluster resident

Finalist of the Sport Tech 2020 Moscow 
Accelerator

Semi-finalist of the Russian-Chinese
Innovation Accelerator 2021

Participant in the Exporter 2.0 program with 
the support of the IETC

PLAY Sport Tech accelerator (Australia) alumni



Alexey Trasheev

 + 7 903 432 61 70 
ceo@sintez.llc

Maxim Frolov

+971 58 503 6902 
cmo@sintez.llc

combining the best

Sintez
Contacts
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